Citation Standard from the Academy of Visual Arts

1. Proper Caption Format for Written Work and Presentations:
   Artist's first and last name, *title of work of art* (italicized), materials, measurements in cm, institution which houses the work, city, and image source.

   Artist Name, *Title*. Date, Materials, Dimensions. Collection, City. Image Source.
   Include the source where the image came from preceded by a statement which declares the source (for example “In:” or “Source: ” or “Available from:”) and accessed date for online images.

   Artist Name, *Title*. Date, Materials, Dimensions. Collection, City. Image Source.
   Examples:


2. Citing an Image in Label Format:

   Artist Name
   *Title*, Date
   Materials
   Dimensions
   (collection and city if applicable)

   Object label caption format example:

   Gordon Bennett
   *Abstraction (Native)*, 2013
   Acrylic on Linen
   183 x 152.3 cm
   Museum of Contemporary Art Australia, Sydney